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The 1798 Rebellion
1998

swept along by the rising tide of liberty that brought revolution to america and france in the
late eighteenth century the 1798 rebellion in ireland gave birth to the idea of a new nation free
of english rule the 1790 s saw the emergence of the united irishmen the abortive french landing
of 1796 on the irish coast and the brutal government repression that followed the 1798 rebellion
itself lay at the heart of the stary it included revolts in leinster and east ulster and a small
french landing in connacht that was too little too late deep rooted divisions in irish society
would feed the bloody struggle and reappear even more prominently than before in the end 20 000
people perished in ireland s first attempt at independence in 1798 rebellion tells the heroic and
tragic story of theis fateful year in irish history on the two hundredth anniversary of the
rising the authors reexamine these tumultuous events in the context of their times and in light
of things to come

The Mighty Wave
1996

a collection of papers delivered to the inaugural comoradh 98 conference in wexford together with
a selection of the proceedings of the first byrne perry summer school both of which were held in
1995

The Great Irish Rebellion of 1798
1998

to mark the 200th anniversary of the 1798 rebellion rte radio 1 commissioned 13 historians to
provide their insights into the rising these lectures set ireland in the context of revolutionary
europe and trace the development of the united irishman s political cultural philosophy



The 1798 Rebellion
1996

this book collects the proceedings of the major conference held in belfast and dublin to
commemorate the 200th anniversary of the rebellion of 1798 it covers all aspects of the 1798
rebellion its manifestations in ireland and its international context it includes essays on the
united irishmen abroad in australia and the united states following the failure of the rebellion
this volume features the work of leading historians of the period and is intended to open as many
windows as possible on the causes contexts circumstances and consequences of the irish rebellion
of 1798

The 1798 Rebellion
1999-07

this book collects the proceedings of a conference held jointly in belfast and dublin to
commemorate the 200th anniversary of the rebellion of 1798 it covers all aspects of the 1798
rebellion its manifestations in ireland and its international context there will be essays on the
united irishmen abroad in australia and the united states following the failure of the rebellion
this volume features the work of leading historians of the period and is intended to open as many
windows as possible on the causes contexts circumstances and consequences of the irish rebellion
of 1798

1798
2003

andrew bryson was punished for his part in the 1798 irish rebellion by compulsory enlistment in
the regular army in a long and reflective letter to his sister written in 1801 after his escape
to new york bryson provides a vivid chronicle of his enforced travels through ireland and beyond



History of the Rebellion in Ireland, in the Year 1798
1801

the irish rebellion of 1798 irish Éirí amach 1798 also known as the united irishmen rebellion
irish Éirí amach na nÉireannach aontaithe was an uprising against british rule in ireland lasting
from may to september 1798 the united irishmen a republican revolutionary group influenced by the
ideas of the american and french revolutions were the main organising force behind the rebellion
wikipedia

Andrew Bryson's Ordeal
1998

the rebellion of 1798 was one of the bloodiest and most dramatic events in irish history brought
about by a combination of french inspired republicanism government brutality and the sufferings
of a brutalised peasantry it ran its bloody course in one summer ending in the utter defeat of
those who had sought to overthrow the existing social and political order the immediate results
included wholesale murder destruction and deportation the chief political consequence was the
abolition of the irish parliament and an enforced union with britain that union although achieved
by thoroughly unsavoury methods might have succeeded had the british government kept its promise
to grant emancipation to the country s catholic majority the commitment was not kept and the twin
legacy of a brutally suppressed rebellion and broken promises was to colour and influence anglo
irish relations into the twentieth century the rebellion and its aftermath also had a profound
effect on religious and political loyalties in ireland itself in this way it exerted a major
influence on the course of modern irish history

The Year of Liberty
1970

no aspect of the 1798 rebellion has been so neglected as that of the women s role in the tumult



of that year this book brings new light to the subject and creates an accurate account of the
women in 1798 it presents the women in their many roles including observer victim activist and
combatant in a political cause publisher description

The 1798 Rebellion
1996

a blend of history historiography and memoir rebellions explores the shadowlands of the
historical and the personal dunne brings his upbringing in a republican catholic family and his
years as a christian brother to bear on the commemorations of the bicentenary of the 1798
rebellion

The Women of 1798
1998

provides a lavishly illustrated overview of the 1798 rebellion as well as an exciting historical
analysis written by one of ireland s leading specialists on 1798 and its effects

Rebellions
2004

rebellion is the authorised book of the national 1798 visitor centre enniscorthy co wexford it
includes re enactment photographs of the 1798 battles in 1798 thousands of irish people catholic
presbyterian and anglican rallied under the banner of the united irishmen for one of the
bloodiest revolutions in irish history three separate rebellions inspired by the ideals of
american revolutionaries and french republicanism swept across ireland and nearly succeeded in
securing irish independence for the united irishmen rebellion sets the events of 1798 in their
broader historical context and explains how the rebellion changed the course of irish history
forever it tells the story of the people the politics and the battles of a revolution which



though short lived caused huge loss of life and destruction of property and left a bitter legacy
in its wake

Fellowship of Freedom
1998

the story of the seven days from 6 june 1798 when a coalition of idealistic presbyterians and
catholics challenged the might of the anglican establishment in antrim and down it draws on
contemporary diaries letters and reports to present a history of the united irishmen rising in
the north

Rebellion!
1998

part one of a two volume biography on robert emmet one of the best known but least understood
figures in irish history the author draws on significant new research to establish the correct
relationship between the pivotal events of 1798 and 1803 in which emmet played a significant role

History of the Irish Rebellion in 1798
1871

the wexford rising of 1798 was the most bloody campaign in irish history since the williamite
wars in little than a month over 30 000 people died the rising which had been launched on a tide
of revolutionary optimism ended in slaughter after this the first republican revolt irish history
was changed forever



The Massacre on Dunlavin Green
1998

quarter bound in leather with marbled boards handwritten note ot say that the author of this work
is fitzpatrick a well known dublin publisher signed by p o brian no title page

1798 Rebellion in County Down
1998

the 1798 rebellion unleashed a paper war involving contemporary historians and pro establishment
literary reviews this volume traces this paper warfare against the background of the union
catholic emancipation young ireland gladstone and the fenians victoria s jubilees the 1898
centenary and the south african war

The Summer Soldiers
1995

commemorations of 1798 sparked historical research into events that still reverberate in ireland
sources include folklore poetry and song newspapers diaries the previously unpublished kilmaine
weather diary marine logbooks and instrumental observations by combining this data daily weather
charts from may to october 1798 were constructed and they are the heart of this book

The Rebellion in Wicklow, 1798
1998

the 1798 rebellion was a watershed event in irish history and continues to provoke debate up to
the present day this book provides a comprehensive survey of historical novels and plays
published on the topic throughout the twentieth century comparing them with relevant



historiography

Personal Narrative of the "Irish Rebellion" of 1798"
1828

now available for the first time in trade paperback the newly revised definitive account of the
most important event in irish history the rebellion of 1798 in which 30 000 irish peasants
including defenseless women and children were cut down or shot by british forces 8 pages of maps

The People's Rising
1995-10-01

published for the first time this is the account in his own words of one of the most active of
all the united irish military leaders joseph holt was about 40 years old at the time of the 1798
rebellion a comfortably off tenant farmer he threw in his lot with the rebels more out of a sense
of grievance than for idealistic reasons he came to the fore after the main wexford battles as
captain colonel and general and successfully operated as a guerrilla leader from the shelter of
the wicklow mountains he held out long after the main rebellion had ended before surrendering to
the authorities in november 1798 he was deported but eventually returned to ireland a sanitised
version of his memoirs was published in 1838 this new edition is the first full and accurate
transcript of the irish part of his memoirs publisher description

A Popular History of the Insurrection of 1798
1898

the 1798 rebellion was a decisive moment in irish history it shaped loyalist and republican
attitudes for generations afterwards although the enormity of the rebellion and its legacy cannot
be overstated the event itself was short lived the savagery of the fighting lasted through one
fateful summer by its end the insurrection was totally subdued yet there was one area in the west



of county wicklow where the rebellion was not subdued the violence here lasted five and a half
years and only ended when the rebels freely laid down their arms in december 1803 it was centred
on dunlavin parish which stretches from the county kildare border to the summit of lugnaquilla
leinster s highest mountain the picturesque village of dunlavin was the scene of a horrific
massacre on the very first day of the 1798 rebellion thirty six unarmed and defenceless prisoners
arrested before the rebellion broke out who had played no part in the hostilities were shot on
the village green other prisoners were hanged from the pillars of the village market house this
book explores the tensions that existed in the area before the massacre it provides an account of
the causes of the massacre and a study of the key personalities involved the events of the
fateful day are examined and the consequences of the event are analysed one of the principal
consequences was the guerrilla campaign waged by michael dwyer and his rebel band in the wicklow
mountains this book also follows the activities of dwyer born in the glen of imaal who fought in
wexford during the 1798 rebellion following the defeat of the rebel armies dwyer retreated into
the wilderness of the wicklow mountains from here he waged a relentless guerrilla campaign for
more than five years eventually with no hope of help from napoleonic france dwyer arranged terms
with the authorities and ended his resistance in december 1803 the rebel leader expected to be
given safe passage to america but he was held in kilmainham jail and transported to australia in
1805 where further adventures awaited him this book makes extensive use of many primary sources
including archival material and folk ballads numerous contemporary documents and poems are
reproduced in the text it is an excellent work of reference and a welcome addition to the
literature covering the 1798 rebellion and its aftermath as well as a treasured memento for
future generations

History of the Irish Rebellion of 1798
1844

the 1790s is one of the most critical decades in the history of modern ireland the decade
witnessed the birth of the modern ideology of separatist irish republicanism the creation of the
orange order and the greatest bloodletting in modern irish history in the form of the 1798
rebellion in the aftermath of the rebellion came the act of union that brought ireland into the
united kingdom for the next 121 years and the smaller rebellion of robert emmet possibly one of



the most famous and to later generations inspirational of irish republicans now in the second
instalment of the collaboration between pen and sword and history ireland magazine some of the
world s leading experts on the 1790s explore the origins nature and aftermath of the decade from
a range of perspectives from the individuals involved and their international links to the events
of the rebellion and the responses of the government to the manoeuvres that led to the act of
union this volume explore the motives actions and legacies of the republicans loyalists and
propagandists who shaped one of the most important decades in ireland s modern history

The Year of Liberty. The Great Irish Rebellion of 1798
2000

focuses on the role played by clergymen of different denominations in the 1798 irish rebellion
daire keogh opens the book with a review of the catholic church and radical politics during the
period and raamoinn muir describes the tragic career of

The Year of Liberty
1972

the period from 1790 to 1803 one of upheaval and turbulence has witnessed a surge in historical
interest in the past two decades this study examines the politicisation and rebellion in county
kildare during the 1790s a vocal liberal establishment centered on the duke of leinster catholic
and reformist politics militant defenderism and a large united irish society involving prominent
liberals all of which contributed to the politicisation of the kildare populace against this
background a faction loyal to the dublin government attempted to stabilize and secure the county
with the increasing support of the administration the 1798 rebellion engulfed kildare lasting two
months and involving thousands of rebels after initial success it evolved into a fugitive war
centered on the bog of allen where rebels held government forces at bay for weeks during the post
rebellion period radicalism persisted at a local level and thousands of kildare men were prepared
to participate in emmet s rebellion in 1803 in examining kildare in this period the study seeks
to contribute to the wider debate on the forces of radicalism and reaction which polarized irish



society in the 1790s publisher description

Irish Rebellion
2006-09-29

Insurgent Wicklow, 1798
1998

Weather and Warfare
2001

History of the Irish Rebellion in 1798
1881

Echoes of the Rebellion
2015

The Sunshine Patriots
1938



The Year of Liberty
1969

PERSONAL NARRATIVE OF THE "IRISH-REBELLION" OF 1798
2018

Personal Narrative of the "Irish Rebellion" of 1798
1832

Rebellion in Wicklow
1998

Longest Rebellion
2007-10-01

The United Irishmen, Rebellion and the Act of Union, 1798-1803
2019-09-19



General History of the Rebellion of 1798, with Many Interesting
Occurrences of the Two Preceding Years
1842

Protestant, Catholic, and Dissenter
1997

Rebellion in Kildare, 1790-1803
1998
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